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THE BUREAU INTERNATIONAL D'EDUCATION (BIE)                                                                                             ALAN GREEN

This article is based on part of the Heinz Katcher Memorial Display I gave at the Annual National Meeting of the
Society in Harrogate this year.

Fig. 1 The two labels shown above left are the 1940 First series portrait of Pestalozzi. Perforated 11¾. 107,400 of the Wine-
red type were issued and 102,00 of the Brown type. Additional labels were printed. (above right). They were released early
in 1941. 64,200 of the Green type and 64,200 of the Blue type were issued.

The BIE was founded in Geneva in 1925 as a private association specializing in comparative education. In 1929
Poland and Ecuador signed its statutes making it the first inter-governmental organisation devoted to education.
Spain and Czechoslovakia joined one year later. In 1934 it convened the first International Conference on Public
Education. Papers presented at the annual conferences formed the basis of the Bureau’s 'International Yearbook
of Education'. World War 2 interrupted the normal working of the BIE but its Council responded to an emerging
need. 

Service of Intellectual Aid to Prisoners of War and Internees. 

The BIE issued pre-addressed printed envelopes to both French and Polish military personnel who crossed into
Switzerland in May 1940 to be interned (1, 2). Plain grey envelopes with hand drawn lines to comply with Swiss PTT
directives were also supplied to Swiss military personnel and the internees. A third source of stationery was that
sponsored by Swiss charitable bodies, including the YMCA, printed with appropriate wording. 

Those addressed to the BIE were collected by the Internment Camp Feldpostmen (3), hand stamped with a circular
Camp cancel,  then passed to the Feldpost (FP) Directorate for recording and transmission to a censor before
delivery by the Postal Authorities, free of charge, in accordance with the Geneva Convention. The “postal service”
within many camps was provided by suitable internee non-commissioned officers who had been postal officials in
civilian life.

Notes: 1.Article 39 of the Geneva Convention for the treatment of POWs (signed on 27 th June 1929) states that: “Prisoners of War shall be
permitted to receive individually consignments of books which may be subject to censorship. Representatives of the protecting Powers and
authorised  relief  societies  may  send  works  and  collections  of  books  to  the  libraries  of  prisoners'  camps.  The  transmission  of  such
consignments for libraries may not be delayed under the pretext of difficulties of censorship.” The official BIE printed envelopes refer to it
at the bottom left corner. Those returned from German POW camps are not often seen even though there are reports that the BIE sold
them to raise funds.
2. 29,737 French and 12,934 Polish soldiers entered Switzerland by 20th July 1940.

3. Swiss conscripts underwent special training for employment with the military postal service (Feldpost). 
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In  response  to  the  increased  workload,  the  FP  formed  two  new  groups,  the  Administrative  service  and
Management Office for Internee Post. Internees were officially allowed free post on two letters and four plain
cards per month but this restriction was not rigidly enforced.

In 1940, a label depicting a portrait of Pestalozzi was printed by Helio Courvoisier S.A. on the security paper used
for the regular issues with the agreement of the PTT. They were issued in panes of 12 printed via photogravure,
Wine-red in colour and perforated 11¾.  They were sold to collectors and others to raise funds for the Service and
used on personal and philatelic mail as well as official BIE correspondence to promote the Service. Each label cost
20 centimes or 2 francs per pane of 12.  

All 107,400 were sold very quickly at 20 centimes each or 2 francs for a sheet. A second print of 102,000 was
released in December 1940. Some sheets have the words “Série B” in the bottom right corner whilst others do
not; it is not known if this indicates two printings or is a printing error. Once again the labels proved very popular
and were soon out of stock. Two more issues of this label with a print run of 64,000 each, série C in Green and
série D in Blue, were placed on sale in early 1941.  

Even though the labels had no franking power their use was regulated by the PTT. For mail coming to the BIE from
internment camps, POW camps or other official sources the label was to be located in the top right corner. Labels
on  post  originating  from  the  BIE  should  be  placed  on  the  top  left  corner.  Correspondence  to  non-military
personnel were not exempt from postal charges and should carry postage stamps to the appropriate value. 

The BIE employed three handstamps to identify their correspondence; two are circular undated cancels, the third
being a rectangular framed handstamp most often found on the flap of an envelope. The first circular stamp has
the Latin inscription “Ut Per Juvenes Ascendat Mundas” meaning “The world progresses through its youth”. This
inscription was replaced by the name “GENÈVE” in the second circular handstamp. 

In December 1941 a second series of labels depicting the Swiss pedagogue Father Gregory Girard was issued -
granite paper, grilled gum, perforated 11¾. 2,720 panes of 12 of each of the four colours (Violet, Brown, Green
and Blue ) and 5,000 souvenir sheets each with all four colour labels were printed by Courvoisier S.A. 

                                                       Fig. 2                                                                                                               Fig. 3

Figure 2 above shows one of the souvenir sheets which commemorated the distribution of the 100,000th book to POWs. 

Covers related to the Service of Intellectual Aid to Prisoners of War (Fig. 3 above and Figs.4 - 6 on next page).

Fig. 3 above shows a  B.I.E. printed envelope from Captain Heusser-Divoux, a French internee at Camp Reinach. Franked
with a B.I.E. Wine-red 'Pestalozzi' label applied top right in accord with Swiss PTT regulations for mail coming from POW
camps, Internee Camps and other official sources. Postage free to an interned serviceman. Black 'FRANC DE PORT' camp
hand stamp and a Swiss censor '324'. Envelope flap sealed with censor tape. (n.b. on the 16 th and 17th June 1940, 29,737
French military personnel crossed the Swiss border and were interned. They were repatriated between the 20 th July 1940
and the 31st December 1941. 
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                                             Fig. 4                                                                                                                  Fig. 5

Fig. 4 A B.I.E. envelope to a civilian franked with a 30c. Pro Juventute stamp when the letter rate over 9.6kms. was 20c for
items weighing up to 250g. (Pro Juventute stamp valid 1st Dec. 1940 – 31st May 1941.) Also a 'GENÈVE 1 * EXP.LETT. * 18-19
27.III 1941'slogan cancel and a B.I.E. Blue 'Pestalozzi' label top left corner tied by first type rubber circular hand stamp. W.
Kilchher was a buyer and seller of stamps and publisher of an illustrated paperback in French and German with the title of
'Schweiz – Liechtenstein Preisliste 1947'.

Fig.  5 A B.I.E.  envelope addressed to Monsieur Laurent Amerio No. 85.712  STALAG XI.A.   Kdo.  544/27   Allemagne.
Typewritten 'Prisoner of War post'. Also a Girard Green label tied with a B.I.E. pictorial hand stamp, a 'GENÈVE 1 *EXP.LETT
20-21 9.VI.1943' pictorial slogan cancel and a 'FRANC DE PORT' hand stamp. The slogan portrays a soldier encouraging
citizens to be careful in conversation!

Stalag XI A, Altengrabow, 35km east of Magdeburg, Saxony-Anhalt, opened November '39 to hold Polish P.O.W.s.
By 1945 20,000 were held including British and American prisoners. The Special Allied Airborne Reconnaissance
Force (SAARF) dropped six teams near Stalag XIA to negotiate safe conduct of P.O.W.s with Camp Commandant
Col. Ochernal. Radio contact with American 83rd Infantry Division provided 70 trucks and 30 ambulances on 3rd

May 1945. American, British, French and Belgian personnel were released. A Russian force arrived later that day
and refused to allow Polish and Italian prisoners to be taken to the West.

Fig. 6 Two B.I.E. printed envelopes sent to French POWs in Stalag VIIA (Moosburg). Both with red 'STALAG VIIA 54', one
also with purple 'STALAG VIIA 42' censor cancels. Also Violet and Blue 'Girard' labels tied with BIE pictorial hand stamps,
'FRANC DE PORT' hand stamps and Swiss PTT 'Genève slogan cancels' dated 6.V.1943 and 21.VII.1943 respectively. Both
refused and returned to Geneva on 29.7.43 and 14.10.43 respectively.

The Swiss Post Office overprinted the current definitive issues “Courier du Bureau International d’Education” on
the 15th August 1944 to raise the accountability of the Bureau and to bring the Geneva office to the attention of
the world.

                                                                            
HAVE YOU HAD A LOOK AT THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE RECENTLY ?– www.swiss_philately.co.uk 

It's regularly updated by our Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, with interesting new material. 
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HELIO COURVOISIER S.A. AND THEIR TRIAL PRINTS                                                                        DERRICK SLATE/EDITOR

Since 1994 our member, Derrick Slate, has updated his catalogue of 'Swiss Trial Prints' six times. The latest edition
dated September 2015 includes much new information, including the discovery of several "new trial prints". In his
researches, Derrick has received information from a number of collectors in Switzerland, the U.K and the U.S.A.
John L. Larson also helped considerably in the proof reading and compilation. It has 164 A4 pages and includes
details of all known trial prints by the PTT/Swiss Post Printing works and Helio Courvoisier S. A., a bibliography and
a guide to values because lots on ebay are well overpriced. The quality of the coloured illustrations is superb
thanks to Richard T. Hall, who was responsible for the editing, layout and graphic design.  The 7th edition of the
catalogue can be accessed on the Society's website or from the Society's Library for reference.

This article has been written to give a flavour of the information in the catalogue. It concentrates on the trial
prints produced by Helio Courvoisier S. A. 

The printing works of Courvoisier were founded in December 1880 by Alexander Courvoisier in La Chaux-de-
Fonds. In 1926 the enterprise became a company headed by his sons, Henry and Paul Courvoisier. The share
capital  remained  in  the  hands  of  the  Courvoisier  family  until  1987  when  it  was  sold  to  a  group  of  Swiss
entrepreneurs. A photogravure press was purchased in 1928 with the idea of producing stamps by this process.
The head of the Swiss postal department made it possible to undertake trials, which were successful, and in 1931
three Pro Juventute stamps depicting landscapes were produced - see below.
In 1933 Courvoisier produced its first stamps for the Principality of Liechtenstein, followed in 1935 with its first set
for  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg.  By  1952  Courvoisier  was  responsible  for  the  production  of  all  Swiss
commemoratives and remained so until 21st May 2001 (its last stamp for Switzerland was the Centenary of Swiss
Chocolate commemorative (Z1024) issued on 9th May that year). Throughout that time, the Swiss Postal Authority
carried out the ultimate controls of quantity and quality with respect to stamps and paper. It had a permanent
official at the Courvoisier works who controlled and supervised printing and sealed the presses at each stop, as
well as the cylinders after use. He also witnessed the destruction of engravings, plates and other printing material,
and the dispatch of the whole production in sealed containers to the Postal Stamp Division in Bern.

On 21st May 2001, Helio Courvoisier S.A. ceased production. The machines were sold to Walsall Security Printers
Ltd. (WSP) based in Walsall in the West Midlands. 70 years of stamp printing had ended in Switzerland. After the
equipment was moved, WSP continued to print trial stamps and stamps for some postal administrations, initially
still under the Courvoisier name, although the company name had been changed to Courvoisier Security Printing
(CSP). The Courvoisier brand was finally abandoned owing to the strength of the Walsall and the French printing
firm Cartor names. In the Autumn of 2014 WSP relocated to a purpose-built facility in Wolverhampton. They still
hold the company registration for Helio Courvoisier S.A. although they rarely use this for trading purposes.

Like the PTT, Courvoisier produced Trial Prints using the same equipment to test new or recently overhauled
printing presses and to try out new materials  such as paper,  colours,  wiping cloths or support  belts.  Special
cylinders  were  produced  for  these  "trial  impressions".  These  Trial  Prints  show the  many  possibilities  of  the
printing process. Trial Prints are not "essays" or "proofs".

Unfortunately, when Derrick Slate decided to satisfy his curiosity by delving deeper into the world of Swiss Trial
Prints he found that he was unable to elicit the sort of detailed production information from Courvoisier that he
had obtained by various means from the PTT. Their reaction to his enquiries might best be described as unhelpful
verging on "secretive". 

Consequently the descriptions of the Courvoisier trial prints in Derrick's catalogue are much less detailed than for
those produced by the PTT. For example, none of the designers of the trial prints are known, nor are there any
details of the make and types of the printing presses used. As few partial or complete sheets have come to light,
in many cases, details of plate or sheet numbers or the wording of inscriptions on the sheets are also unknown.
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The number of Courvoisier designs that have been discovered that have clearly been produced for use as 'trial
prints'  in  the pre-production process is  relatively small  (illustrations of  some of  the main designs are shown
above). They appear normally to have been used to trial various colours or colour-combinations. In particular, a
sheet on granite paper, known in two colours, which incorporates no less than seven design subjects including
portraits of Albert Einstein and Ernest Hemingway (part of sheet - below left). Other examples have also been
found with different gum and different paper types. Presumably, they might also have been used as samples to
impress potential clients.

In  his  catalogue  Derrick  includes  a  number  of  Courvoisier  "stamp-like"  prints  or  labels  that  were  probably
produced primarily for the company's promotional purposes. Included in the former category are several booklets
of stamps of various designs proudly bearing the company's name and promoting the qualities of its products.
One such booklet  was sent to its clients as a Christmas greeting.  Other issues were distributed as sheets or
sheetlets at company open days and philatelic or trade exhibitions (see examples above right and on next page).  

Whatever their prime purpose, all the Courvoisier prints are attractive, of high quality and resolution and greatly
assist philatelists in a better understanding of the complexity/trials and tribulations of the production process. 

A question that might be asked, given that Courvoisier's involvement in printing Swiss stamps began in the 1930s
and continued throughout a period when the PTT were using trial prints as a normal part of their production
process (particularly when they were introducing or renovating new printing presses), is - where are all the trial
prints Courvoisier used from 1935 (the date of the first PTT trial prints known) until 1962 (the suggested date of
printing of the first Courvoisier trial print shown in the catalogue). Did they produce their own trial prints or
perhaps used trial print cylinders produced by the PTT during this period ?

As Richard Hall says in the AHPS's book 'Philately of Switzerland; An Introductory Handbook': “Trial Prints are just
as fascinating and challenging to collect  as postage stamps …....  and there is  still  room for original  philatelic
research and new discoveries.”

Previous articles by Derrick Slate that have appeared in the HPS Newsletter on this subject include:
• An introduction to the 6th version of the Catalogue – August 2013 p. 67.
• The PTT “Express Locomotive” issue – July 2012 p. 56.
• 'Trial Prints: Some Mysteries Unravelled' (the PTT 'Alpine Post' issue) – in two parts in February 2012

pp. 10-12 and March 2012 pp. 19-21.
• The PTT's “definitive” explanation of what trial prints are – February 2009 p. 10.
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I hope this article will encourage you to have a look at the full version of the Catalogue on the Society's Website.
You will also find there many other articles on a wide variety of Swiss philatelic subjects.

n.b. Not all the illustrations are to the same scale. The Society is grateful to SwissPost for allowing the use of the illustrations of its products.

MORE REMINISCENCES - “P.T.T. STOPS CROOKED SPECULATION”

From the HPSN August 1949 - presumably written/translated by the editor at the time, Edward H. Spiro.
An insidious attempt at fleecing collectors was stopped in time by the Swiss postal authorities. A “syndicate” of
speculators, who, as nearer home, are making from time to time also Switzerland unsafe for philatelists, tried to
”corner” the total issue of the 25c U.P.U. Stamp, which appeared in June. Employing a fleet of cars the henchmen
of the syndicate visited practically every Swiss post office, including even small mountain villages and bought up
every available copy of the stamp. Within a few days practically the whole issue of this value was sold out. The
idea was to make this stamp a sort of modern rarity and to dictate the price of this stamp to both dealers and
collectors, who, taken by surprise, had no time to complete the set. A few days later the shady gentlemen offered
sheets of the 25c. at double face to dealers – most of whom quite rightly refused to fall for the swindle and
brought their case before the P.T.T. With commendable speed the P.T.T. ordered the printing of a second emission
which was issued within a few days, and so efficiently printed that there was not the slightest difference in shade
or inking from the first one. All post offices were at once supplied again and the speculators were left to hold the
baby – a few hundred thousand copies of the 25c. which they are now trying to get rid of by peddling the stamps
in hotels, as the value represents the postage for postcards for abroad, for which there is a large demand among
foreign tourists, who send picture cards home. In an attempt at getting their money back, the duped speculators
are even offering the stamps below face, which punishment serves them right. Every genuine philatelist will be
grateful to the P.T.T.!”

THE SOCIETY'S FINANCES
Our Treasurer, Norton Wragg, presented his report on the previous financial year at the Society's Annual General
Meeting in Harrogate last month – see Minutes of the meeting previously circulated. If you would like a copy of
the accounts please contact Norton – email: norton.wragg@sky.com Tel. 01625 613654.
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LABEL FOR NON-URGENT RETURN OF PRINTED MATTER                                                                             BOB MEDLAND

Recently Eric Lienhard brought to my attention an intriguing printed label (illustrations above) that I have not seen
before. This printed slip bears the usual set of printing information at the bottom: in this case it is official post
office stationery no. P202a of which 50,000 were printed in October 1951 (left). The paper size/format was C7,
114 x 81mm. This  version of  the label  was issued to Solothurn 2 (railway station)  post  office apparently  for
attaching to packages of non-urgent printed matter. On this occasion the label was used for sending such matter
to the ‘returns’ section of Solothurn 4 sorting office. 

Surprisingly this official label is not listed or mentioned in the comprehensive 1998 catalogue of Swiss post labels.
The print run of 50,000 was quite small in comparison with printings of other post office labels but it is difficult to
imagine that Solothurn was the only railway station post office (or any other distribution office) to be issued with
them. Evidently the labels were in frequent use, otherwise there would have been no purpose in having them
printed - so it is all the more surprising that they have not come to light until now. Several questions arise: 
1) Has any other member seen one?
2) What exactly was its purpose 
3) Why and where was this example franked? 

As a possible answer to Question 2, what follows is pure guesswork. Railway station post offices would have
handled and sorted large quantities of daily newspapers, periodic journals etc. These would have been dealt with
urgently in order to reach newsagents and distributors as quickly as possible. But almost every newsagent ends up
with unsold copies at the end of the day/week/month and these get bundled up for return to the publisher. There
would be no urgency for this return traffic so, in order to distinguish it from the outgoing bundles of printed
matter, it needed to be clearly and officially marked as being non-urgent. 

Question 3 is answered partly by examination of the reverse of the label (right above). At the top it was noted in
pencil “150 @ 5c = 7.50”. This was the franking required for return of 150 items of printed matter @ 5c per item
which presumably was the normal 5c rate for printed matter,  i.e.  not under ‘PP’  bulk-posting arrangements.
Stamps to this value were duly affixed and cancelled with the cds SOLOTHURN 1 - PAKETPOST on 22/3/1955. This
central parcels counter probably managed the account with the publisher and would have debited its account to
this value, the charge being supported by the stamps affixed to the label. 

Of course, I may have got this all wrong. Can anyone either corroborate or correct my suggestions? 
Reference: Les Etiquettes Postales Suisses 1876-1997. Vuille, L & Guignard, G, 1998. Consilium Philateliæ Helveticæ.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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THE WAHLEN PLAN                                                                                                                                                    DAVID HOPE

The cover shown above came in an auction lot purchased last year. It is possibly a first day cover but as the stamps
are cancelled with an undated military handstamp it is difficult to know. The receiving cancellation on the reverse
is dated 23rd March 1941, the stamps being issued on the 21st. 

However, what is more interesting about this cover is the text written above the stamps. It reads in translation as:
'Written at the time when the cultivation of grain for bread was as important as the production of guns'. The block
of four postage stamps and the text refer to the Wahlen Plan. This was similar to the 'Dig for Victory' campaign in
Great Britain. 

The Federal Government had decided to try to increase the food supply to avoid problems such as had happened
during the First World War. On 15th November 1940 Friedrich T. Wahlen, head of agricultural and home economics
at the Federal Office for War Food, presented his plan to the public. Its aim was to meet the food needs of
Switzerland without relying on imports. To do this the cultivated area was to increase from 183,000 hectares to
500,000  hectares.  To  achieve  this  would  mean the  killing  of  large  numbers  of  livestock  to  release  land  for
ploughing.  However,  despite  all  efforts,  the  amount  of  cultivable  land  only  increased  to  352,000  hectares.
Meanwhile the daily ration went from 3,200 to 2,200 calories per person. However there was no rationing of fruit
and vegetables, while the production of potatoes doubled. 

One of the problems of achieving the full plan was the lack of manpower because of soldiers being on active
service. Also farmers were not keen on killing their animals and ploughing up pastures.

MORE NARCISSI                                                                                                                                                     BOB MEDLAND

Following my article in the Newsletter on ‘The Narcissus Fields of Les Avant’ (February 2015 pp12/13) I was very
pleased to see an article on the Montreux ‘Fête des Narcisses’ in a recent issue of ‘der Poststempelsammler’
which is the excellent journal of the SVPS (Swiss Postmark Collectors’ Society). This article has many coloured
illustrations and is spread over six pages (A5). If any member would like to borrow this from the library, please let
me know. 

SWISS BEAUTY UNDER THREAT                                                                                                             RICHARD DONITHORN
 
Thumbing through that prolific, Swiss-born writer Alain De Botton's book 'The Art of Travel' recently, I came across
an interesting quote from John Ruskin. Ruskin, a great advocate for appreciating and conserving the beauty of
place,  was  addressing  an  audience  of  wealthy  industrialists  in  Manchester  in  1864  and  stated:  "Your  one
conception of pleasure is to drive in railroad carriages. You have put a railroad bridge over the fall of Schaffhausen.
You have tunnelled the cliffs of Lucerne by Tell's chapel; you have destroyed the Clarens shore of the Lake of
Geneva; there is not a quiet valley in England that you have not filled with bellowing fire, nor any foreign city in
which  the  spread  of  your  presence  is  not  marked  by  a  consuming  white  leprosy  of  new  hotels.  The  Alps
themselves you look upon as soaped poles in a bear-garden which you set yourselves to climb, and slide down
again with shrieks of delight." I only hope the Swiss had a little more enthusiasm for Britain's contribution to the
development of their rail system and tourist industry! What would Ruskin think of the Switzerland of today?
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PRIVATE PERFIN FORERUNNERS                                                                                                                         BOB MEDLAND

The Editor’s summary of ‘perfins’ in the March edition of the Newsletter (p.25)
prompts me to add a further short note. This is a fascinating area of philately and
postal  history,  particularly  in  how  post  authorities  handled  the  security
requirements of commercial organisations before – and after – the introduction
of franking machines provided a more efficient system. 

Prior to the use of perfins being authorised by the Post Office a few companies
were  already  security-marking  the  front  of  their  stamps  with  small  rubber
cachets or hand-stamps. Ten varieties, produced by seven companies, are listed
in  Martin  Baer’s  excellent  ‘CH  Perfins’  catalogue  of  1998.  They  were  used
between 1870 and 1938 and according to the catalogue can be quite valuable,
especially if they are still on cover. 

Some years ago I came across one of the earliest examples (see illustration) which caused me a lot of confusion
until I realised its origin. The letters G.V. are within an oval, struck on a 30c Sitting Helvetia stamp. The hand-stamp
is  in  Prussian-blue  so  could  easily  be  missed  against  the  matt-ultramarine  shade  of  the  stamp  which  was
additionally struck with the Winterthur cds on 28th September 1872. The user company was Gebrüder Volkart AG
of Winterthur who were importers of tea, coffee, cotton and other goods from India and Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Whilst
no longer owned by the family the company still produces the Volcafe brand of coffee and was instrumental in the
founding of the Museum of Photography in Winterthur.

OBITUARY – PETER HOBBS                                                                                                                   RICHARD DONITHORN

It is with deep regret that I have to report that Peter Hobbs, the previous Editor of your Newsletter, passed away
on 1st June. Peter was one of our very long-standing members, a mine of information and very loyal servant of the
Society. He suffered from ill health in recent years which curtailed his appearances at Society events, much to the
regret of his many friends. The Society has sent its condolences to Peter's wife, Joan, and other family members. A
full obituary will appear in the August edition of the Newsletter.

UN GENEVA OFFICE – AMENDMENT                                                                                                          WERNER GATTIKER

The Editor’s note on p.55 of the June edition of the Newsletter is not quite correct. The original 1948 report was
quite  accurate  in  that  NINE World Health  Organisation stamps were issued together on 24 th June 1948.  The
remaining values of  the Historical  designs and high values were subsequently issued, together with the new
Technology & Landscape definitive overprints, in 1950.

The HPSN correspondent’s report that the Swiss PTT would not issue any further issues for the United Nations,
however, did prove quite incorrect. The Swiss PTT issued, in 1950, not only a full set of overprints to 10 Francs for
the  United  Nations  and  completed  the  World  Health  Organisation  set  to  10  Francs  (see  above),  but  there
appeared also sets to 70c for the Labour Office and the Education Office plus eight values for the Refugees Office,
before these and some other international organisations received stamps in their unique designs, starting in 1955
with the United Nations.

Editors' note – apologies for the wrong figure for the number of WHO overprints issued in 1948 – I based my
information on the '1949/50' heading in the 'Zumstein Schweiz, Liechtenstein, Campione und Vereinte Nationen
Genf 2013' catalogue Page 433 without checking the “small  print” (which, incidentally,  suggests the 5Fr.  was
issued in April 1948 and not June like the other eight !).

HOW MANY MORE CHARITY STAMPS?
The 'Berner Briefmarken Zeitung' recently reported an article in the 'Sonntagszeitung' concerning the resignation
of the Director of the Pro Juventute Foundation. The PJF's financial situation is far from rosy. Sales of their stamps
has long been a major source of revenue, but the arrival of the internet has reduced this from 25M Sfr in the peak
years to 4.6M in 2005 and only 1.9M in 2011, despite increases in the surcharge on each stamp. The number of
stamps in the annual set has been reduced from the traditional norm of 4 or 5 to 3 and this year it will be just 2.
The PJF must seek other means of funding their activities and the future for charity stamps remains unclear. 
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EURO 2016     
This is only the fourth time Switzerland (the “Nati”) have qualified
for the  finals  of this major soccer competition since 1960 – they
finished  as  runners-up  to  England  in  the  qualifying  group  this
year.  By  the  time  you  read  this,  the  quarter  finalists  will  be
known.  Will  they  include Switzerland  and one or  more  of  the
British teams? - the draw has given some hope to all four of them.
It would be nice to see Switzerland meeting one of the “Brits” for
a  place  in  the  Final  itself.  Look  out  for  Stoke  City's  Xherdan
Shaqiri! ….... or, alternatively, track down the soccer-related Swiss
stamps that have been issued over the years – Z Numbers - 319,

487, 855, 1110, 1111, 1166, 1195, 1228, 1264 (Euro '08), 1265, 1275 (Euro '08), 1354; Pro Juventute 317 and the
imprinted stamp on the postal stationery card celebrating UEFA's 50th Anniversary in 2004 (see illustration).

 The Society is grateful to SwissPost for allowing the use of the illustration of its products.

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group -  The next all-day Saturday meeting will be on 15th October (Eric Lienhard's 'Philatelic World of
Chocolate' a.m. and members' displays p.m.). Venue: "The Three Crowns" at Whaddon, just off the A36 (about 3 -
4 miles south of Salisbury - postcode SP5 3HB). Arrive 10a.m. for coffee; talks and displays 10.30a.m. to 12.30p.m.
and 2.00p.m. to 4.00p.m; lunch 1.00p.m. Further information is available on the Society's Website or from Werner
Gattiker - werner@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. 01273 845501.
Northern Group - The Group intend to have three meetings again next season (commencing in Autumn 2016)  –
details from David Hope (Tel. 0161 3030091) will follow, in due course.

A SWISS MEDIEVAL ARCHIVE
Richard Hall in the May edition of the AHPS's “Tell” recommended that those interested in historical documents of
Switzerland  should  visit  the  web  site  of  e-codices'  Virtual  Manuscript  Library  of  Switzerland  at  www.e-
codices.unifr.ch/en. Over 1,500 medieval documents from across Switzerland are available for viewing there.

SWISS JAZZ
If there are any jazz fans out there, be sure to catch the Swiss musician Nicolas Meier who has been living and
playing in Britain for several years now and is currently enjoying considerable success for the performances of his
latest duo with fellow guitarist Peter Oxley – their third album together is due out this year. (I'm not their agent,
just a jazz aficionado. Ed.)
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